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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to map an input parameter
the input parameter of calculation
mapping feature in the calculation
input parameter of the calculation
you as a source parameter.
What might be the reason for this?

of the calculation view A to
view B using the parameter
view editor. However, the
view B is not proposed to

A. You already mapped the input parameters in another
calculation view.
B. Your source calculation view is of the type SQL Access Only.
C. The names of the input parameters do not match.
D. You selected the wrong parameter mapping TYPE.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which event triggers the activation of Avaya Aura Communication
Manager (CM) Survivable Server so it can accept H.323
registrations and/or make IP trunks active?
A. the availability of DSP Resources in the CM Survivable
Server, the registration of either a Media Gateway or an Avaya
Aura Media Server with that CM Survivable Server.
B. the first H.323 Registration Request the CM Survivable
Server receives from any H.323 Endpoint, after the Endpoint
loses contract with the Main CM Server
C. a broadcast message from the Main CM Server right before it
goes in failure
D. the interruption in the RAS keep alive link between CM Main
and CM Survivable Servers
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
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